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Abstract: 

Background: Grieving is one of the consequences of widespread public health crisis or disasters like 

the COVID-19 pandemic, in human societies. Human beings were already familiar with one specific 

example of the experience of facing death called the Near-Death Experience (NDE). This phenomenon 

is characterized by a supernatural situation and a clear understanding of separation from the physical 

body and presence in a different spatial and temporal position. The present research aimed to examine 

whether this phenomenon can help manage the grief of a relative’s death - especially in these 

situations. 

Method: This is a theoretical type study and adopts a descriptive-analytical research method with a 

qualitative approach in which the data were collected through documentary research.  

Results: Most researchers in this field believe that NDE gives valuable insights about death and the 

dying process to the experiencers (NDErs). Anxiety and fear of death reduce in many NDErs. In 

addition, related studies have suggested that this phenomenon has been used to help reduce the severity 

of grief as well as reduce anxiety and fear of death in non-NDErs. NDE seems to help people cope 

with the loss of loved ones through its effects on their beliefs and cognitive processes. 

Conclusion: In the field of psychotherapy, several treatment protocols have been proposed for grief 

and the grieving process. The extent of the public health crisis or disasters -associated grief and the 

limitations of counseling and psychotherapy in this area require new approaches. The Near-Death 

Experience phenomenon, seems to be useful in these situations.  Therefore, using the capacity of the 

impact of NDE in the form of media content tailored to the culture is highly consistent with the social 

conditions created by the public health crisis or disasters. This is while some researchers believe that 

the general pattern of NDE is similar in different cultures; but the interpretations of the NDErs are a 

culture-dependent matter. Therefore, qualitative studies – due to further contemplation – can be helpful 

in this regard. 
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Introduction 

The phenomenon of death is not an entirely 

medical concept; it includes biological, cultural, 

philosophical, psychological, and religious 

concepts. Accordingly, death is an integral part of 

life (1). some scholars believe that life and death 

are interrelated and death is constantly in motion 

under the shell of life (2-3). Some studies have 

shown that the medical model of modern Western 

societies lacks the necessary psychological and 

spiritual dimensions of care for death, which is 

probably due to the prevailing medical paradigm, 

according to which, “preservation of life” is the 

main goal of treatment and “death” is considered 

a failure in treatment (4). In their book entitled 

“Imaginations of death and the beyond in India 

and Europe,” Blamberger and Kakar argue that in 

contemporary Western societies, defined by 

structural atheism, people engage in writing, art, 

and mass media rather than reading the traditional 

religious questions about illness, death, and the 

beyond. This is in contrast to Asian civilizations, 

where death and the beyond are the stable and 

perhaps central themes for their highest thoughts 

(5). But when, COVID-19 had spread throughout 

the East and West, the experience of death seems 

to would have been more personal because of the 

far-reaching effects of COVID-19 on human 

societies. In fact, by looking at global expansion 

maps, people could predict the approach of the 

virus, which leads to the increased distress (6). 

The COVID-19 pandemic experience, both 

individually and socially, had confronted human 

societies with a more tangible concept of death. 

These consequences were include anxiety or fear 

of the death of oneself or loved ones, not being 

able to say goodbye to loved ones, restrictions on 

mourning rituals, such as the expression of 

emotions at the funeral, the postponement or 

limitation of consolation to the bereaved, and 

feelings of guilt over the inability to act on the 

deceased’s will (6-9). On the other hand, before 

this, the human being was familiar with one of a 

special example of the experience of facing death 

and the resulting internal changes, called the near-

death experience (NDE). This phenomenon 

occurs in people who are on the verge of death but 

return to life (10). About 5% to 30% of dying 

people or those experiencing clinical death report 

NDE (11). This experience is usually described as 

a supernatural position and a clear understanding 

of detachment from the physical body and 

presence in a different spatial and temporal 

situation (10).Numerous studies suggest that 

anxiety and fear of death are reduced in many of 

these experiencers (12-14).Kenneth Ring saw 

NDE as the compensatory gift that helps the 

experiencers understand the hardships of life and 

coping with them – like death itself  (15).   Many 

studies conducted on the COVID-19-casued grief 

have described the current situation and warned 

about the next psychological effects such as 

unresolved grief, guilt, and depression; and less 

attention has been paid to the solutions (6-9) 

Therefore, the phenomenon of NDE may be 

helpful during and after widespread public health 

crisis or disasters like the COVID-19 pandemic.  

This study aims to examine whether NDE can help 

manage the grief of a relative’s death–especially 

in the current and similar situation(s), and if so, 

how is this process likely to take place? 

Methods  

This is a theoretical type study and adopts a 

descriptive-analytical research method with a 

qualitative approach in which the data were 

collected through documentary research.  

To this end, the researchers investigated the 

previous studies conducted on the effect of NDE 

on grief. The available scientific sources, 

including articles and books written on NDE, were 

identified and studied, notes were taken, the 

collected data were classified, analyzed, and 

interpreted, and the research questions were 

answered. First, based on the available sources, 

the impact of NDE on the views of NDErs and 

then non-NDErs towards death was investigated. 

Then, the possible mechanism of this phenomenon 

and its effect on the grieving process were 

evaluated. 
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It should be noted that, despite the problems such 

as sparsity, patchiness, and the possibility of bias 

(16-18), the documentary research is still a 

scientific method which complements other 

studies (17, 19) and hence is useful for 

hypothesis/problem formulation (18).  Therefore, 

the use of this method is consistent with the 

objectives of the present research. 

Result 

A) The impact of NDErs’ view towards death 

most researchers in this field believe that NDE 

gives valuable insights about death and the dying 

process to the experiencers (20). According to the 

related studies, NDErs usually have a stronger 

belief to life after death (21). 

Numerous studies also show that anxiety and fear 

of death are reduced in a large number of NDErs. 

It is noteworthy, however, anxiety and fear of 

death decrease more in NDErs than in those who 

face death (without NDE) (12-14). 

 In the study of Bianco et al., performed through 

the phenomenological method, three following 

subthemes were obtained regarding the “post-

experience effects” theme: 

 1- Changes in life (including personal and 

interpersonal changes), 2- communication with 

others and society (including difficulty in 

communicating with others, people’s judgment, 

detachment from the shared culturally-acquired 

worldview), and 3- changes in beliefs about death 

and afterlife (including a reduction in the fear of 

death and greater belief in life after death) (22). In 

a study by Van Lummel et al. on NDErs, the 

participants were interviewed three times in 8 

years and compared with the control group (non-

NDErs). Their results showed that in four areas of 

social attitude (including expression of feelings, 

acceptance of others, greater interest and 

compassion, understanding of others, family 

involvement), religious attitude (including 

understanding the purpose of life, understanding 

the inner meaning of life, and being interested in 

spirituality), attitude towards death (including 

reduced fear of death and believing in life after 

death), and other attitudes (including interest in 

the meaning of life, self-understanding, 

appreciation and gratitude for ordinary things), the 

NDE-resulted changes remain obviously for 

several years (23). 

In a quantitative-qualitative survey to measure 

attitudes and beliefs about personal death, Lindsay 

compared 59 people with NDE, 46 people with a 

life-threatening event but without NDE, and 69 

people with no life-threatening event. In addition, 

17 NDErs participated in a semi-structured 

(qualitative) interview to better understand how 

and why attitudes toward death change after NDE. 

The findings showed that NDErs were clearly 

more positive about death than the other two 

groups; especially in relation to transpersonal 

fears or events that occur following physical death 

of the body. This change included features such as 

reduced fear of suffering at death, feeling that life 

and death have a purpose, renouncing control over 

life, accepting death as a fact, and increased belief 

in continued awareness. He concluded that NDE 

seems to influence beliefs and attitudes toward 

death in a relatively specific and permanent way 

(24).  

It is worth mentioning that this change in the 

attitudes, beliefs, and values of NDErs is usually 

positive, but may lead to personal and 

interpersonal problems. These problems have 

been compared with various mental disorders but 

can be distinguished from them.  

It should be noted that most NDEs are pleasant, 

but approximately one-fifth of NDErs have 

reported an unpleasant experience (25). 

Probably the same unpleasant reports can help part 

of the grieving process such as paying attention to 

the fact that according to the NDErs, the human 

existence still continues with death (26). 

The phenomenon of NDE seems to have the 

capacity to better explain our awareness of the 

nature of death with an empirical approach and to 

expand the scope of knowledge in this field. From 

this perspective, NDE provides a kind of 

reconciliation between NDErs and death. 

B) The effect of NDEs on non-NDErs’ view 

towards death 
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One of the remarkable features NDE is that its 

psychological changes seem to be mentally 

contagious; so that other people can enjoy the 

benefits of the experience without incurring the 

risks of the experience (27). 

Previous research has suggested that in the field of 

psychology, this phenomenon has been used to 

reduce suicidal attempt, help reduce the intensity 

of the grieving process, reduce death anxiety/fear 

of death, increase compassion in students, or 

change the audiences’ attitudes in the face of 

reports of this phenomenon (21, 28).  

In a study into the effect of learning of NDE on 

those who were dying or one of their loved ones 

was dying, Horacek offers a seven-category 

classification. This categorization can be helpful 

in a situation where the person is dying or 

grieving.  

"1) a  dying person shares verbally and/or 

behaviorally his or her NDE or nearing-death 

awareness with significant others just prior to 

death, and this helps the experiencer to face death;  

2) a person had an NDE earlier in life and it helps 

him or her to face death in the present;  3) a person 

had an NDE earlier in life, has shared this 

experience with significant others, then dies, and 

knowledge of the NDE helps survivors with the 

loss;  4) a griever had an NDE earlier in life and it 

helps him or her to face the loss of a significant 

other later in life; 5) a griever has an NDE or 

nearing-death awareness after a loss and it serves 

as a healing agent; 6) Knowledge of and 

understanding NDEs and nearing-death awareness 

helps a person to face death; and (7knowledge of 

and understanding NDEs and nearing-death 

awareness helps a griever to face the loss of a 

significant other”(29). 

In this categorization, sharing of NDE with non-

NDErs can be done in several ways. Some 

researchers in this field believe that NDE can even 

have therapeutic effects on non-NDErs. Research 

has found evidence of these effects (30).  

Tassell matamua et al. suggested a paradoxical 

pattern of subsequent positive effects on NDErs. 

They also found that these beneficial psycho-

spiritual effects were similar for non-NDErs who 

learned about NDE. These positive changes 

included perceptions of appreciation for life, 

spirituality, and perception of appreciation for 

death in the intervention group. Of course, most of 

this research was conducted on population therapy 

(31). 

John M. McDonagh presents similar results in 

reviewing his experiences as a therapist using 

NDE psychological trainings. He provided clients 

who had attempted suicide or mourned the loss of 

loved ones with the textbook and videotape of 

NDE. He reported that positive results have been 

achieved with this approach (32). 

In the study of Foster et al., the positive effect of 

NDE on adult non-NDEr grievers was not 

significant. However, the sample size was small in 

this study; and therefore, the researchers raised the 

possibility of type II error in their research (33).  

Research on the effects of NDE on non-NDErs is 

limited, but it can probably be used to accept and 

manage grief. 

Theoretically, it can be said that these experiences 

can provide an effective platform in increasing the 

ability of dying patients and their families to 

understand death and improve grief; as some 

studies have shown, having NDE may facilitate 

the acceptance of the dying process (34). 

C) How can NDE help incomplete grief? 

Despite various studies conducted on the effects 

of NDE, almost nothing has been published in the 

literature on how NDErs were affected by NDE 

information (27). 

According to Osarchuk and Tatz, exposure to a 

death threat – even without the NDE phenomenon 

– increased belief in life after death (35). 

Other studies have reported that death threats 

during accidents and serious illnesses have been 

replaced by a sense of aliveness and belief in life 

after death (36). 

However, in some studies in which coping with 

the deadly phenomenon have been compared in 

two modes of with or without NDE, a deeper 

belief in survival has been more observed in 

NDErs (12). 
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However, believing in life after death has been one 

of the ways to make death meaningful (37); and 

the phenomenon of NDE seems to help provide a 

positive concept of death. 

Of course, the notion that “death represents a new 

beginning and the transition to life after death 

where we are reunited with loved ones and live an 

eternal life” is a common concept in most 

theological doctrines; this theological view seems 

to be further substantiated by the unusual reports 

of people who have had NDE (31, 38). 

Lee et al. suggested that NDE variables were 

associated with grief and meaning-making and 

religious variables. In fact, NDEs have a positive 

effect on the grieving process by reducing 

mourners’ use of negative religious coping and 

helping them find the meaning from their loss 

(39). 

However, whether these experiences, either real or 

merely experiential perceptions, act probably 

through the discovery or construction of a positive 

concept of death that it is effective in consolation 

and can be used in the grieving process . 

In fact, NDEs often present a beautiful picture of 

death (“romanticization” of death) (40).  

Some scholars believe that part of grieves caused 

by COVID-19, were result from indecision and 

confusion over the understanding of the truth that 

is on the way and is approaching human (6).  

On the other hand, humans were unable to 

adequately solve this problem. Therefore, the 

positive notion of death can be comforting, at least 

during this time. 

Usually, the most important questions that occupy 

the minds of mourners are: Where is my beloved 

now? Will I see him again? Did he suffer during a 

heart attack or illness or accident that resulted in 

his death? How could I bear her absence? Based 

on the authors’ clinical experiences, mourners 

who have randomly or purposefully been 

acquainted with NDE through these questions 

have reported the positive effects of reading NDE 

reports or watching related documentaries and 

movies on relieving grief over the loss of loved 

ones and getting the answers to their questions. 

In the field of medical ethics, this phenomenon 

can probably be used to investigate the grief-

related issues, such as improving the quality of 

breaking bad news or the ethical sensitivity of 

medical staff in this regard. 

D) Culture and NDE 

One of the differences of opinion among 

researchers in this field is whether the 

phenomenon of NDE is cultural in nature or 

universal? There are two hypotheses in this 

regard; depending on culture and no depending on 

culture (39).  

The first view indicates that the elements and 

consequences of this phenomenon are similar in 

different cultures and nationalities (41); but the 

second view suggests that the experiences of 

different cultures are markedly different from 

each other (42). 

Some scholars believe that the general pattern of 

NDE is similar in different cultures and that the 

interpretations of the experience depend on the 

culture (43-45).  

Therefore, it seems necessary to use qualitative 

research to understand this phenomenon more 

deeply in different cultures, especially since 

previous studies have shown that memories of 

NDE are phenomenological rich (46).  

On the other hand, awareness of the underlying 

needs of each country in response to grief during 

widespread public health crisis or disasters, and 

the specific traumatic elements underlying these 

deaths, will help prevent further harm to those at 

risk. Prioritization should also be based on 

evidence-based interventions and cultural 

sensitivities. For example, higher mortality of 

COVID-19 among African Americans 

demonstrates the need for culturally sensitive 

competencies to meet their needs and represent 

death and mourning (9). 

Therefore, due to further reflection on the subject, 

qualitative studies can be helpful in this regard. 

The production of appropriate media content with 

a deep cultural knowledge of each community can 

also be a tool to help this process; as in research in 
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this field, films and books have been used to 

influence non-NDErs (31, 47). 

Conclusion 

Grief is one of the consequences of the widespread 

public health crisis or disasters, like COVID-19 

pandemic, in human societies. In this article, we 

sought to investigate and provide a solution to 

reduce these psychological complications. In the 

field of psychotherapy, several treatment 

protocols have been proposed for grief and the 

grieving process. According to research, one of 

the recent phenomena used by some researchers, 

therapists, and counsellors to help grievers in the 

healing process is the phenomenon of NDE. In 

addition, this experience has been used to help the 

healing process of some psychological problems 

and the beneficial effects of this phenomenon have 

been observed in non-NDErs. Therefore, it can be 

hoped that this phenomenon may help manage the 

grief caused by the public health crisis or disasters. 

According to the above-mentioned definition of 

NDE, this experience occurs in conditions close to 

clinical death – with the suspension of vital signs 

rather than “definitive and irreversible” death; but 

components, content, and consequences of NDE 

can still provide a clearer picture of death in an 

empirical context. This image, based on cultural 

beliefs, helps to better understand the 

phenomenon of death. Therefore, due to the nature 

of qualitative research, the use of similar studies 

conducted on people with different cultures is 

needed to better understand the effects of this 

phenomenon and to provide culture-oriented 

content. NDE seems to help people cope with the 

loss of loved ones through its effect on the beliefs 

and cognitive processes of the bereaved. 

Therefore, it can be used in incomplete grief 

caused by the public health crisis or disasters. In 

addition, awareness of NDE cannot resolve all the 

bereaved pain and suffer caused by the death of 

loved ones; but it seems that NDE can help them 

to cope with this loss and, to a great extent, bring 

them peace of mind. The widespread of grief 

associated with the public health crisis or disasters 

and the limitations of counseling and 

psychotherapy in this area require new 

approaches. Therefore, using the capacity of NDE 

in the form of providing culture-tailored media 

content is very much in line with the social 

conditions created by this pandemic. Further 

research is needed in this area. 
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